MCFC 10
Refrigeration cycle demonstration unit

USE
The equipment is composed of a transparent unit edged with
anodised aluminium and elevated on feet. The transparent walls
allow visibility on all sides whilst protecting both the equipment and
its users. Once plugged in and connected to the water input and
output, the machine works automatically. The visible condensation
and evaporation allow for the understanding of the cycle processes.
Once the machine has reached steady state, measurements can be
taken and can be used even after the machine has been turned off.
The fluid used is R134a which is universally accepted by the new
European regulation.
The regulation is controlled by a thermostatic expansion valve of
equalized internal pressure. The unit allows for measurement of
flow rate, pressure, temperature and more, depending on the
option chosen. The fluid enthalpy chart is transposed onto a
transparency at the centre of the unit allowing for rapid analysis of
the fluid state parameters at any given point.

EDUCATIONAL CAPABILITIES
Study of the concept of vapour compression
refrigeration

Use of enthalpy chart

Unit installation

Measurement of thermal power

Plot the different points of measurements / Trace of the real
refrigeration cycle / Deduction of enthalpies at characteristic
Case of hermetic compressor / Fluide used: R134a /
Sizing of components / Plot of theoretical refrigeration cycle points / Determination of sub-cooling, overheat
Understanding of safety features / Unit operation / Use
during steady state / Understanding of refrigerating cycle
via visualisation of changes of states

Thermal power of condenser, evaporator and compressor
Efficiencies, Global coefficient of performance

DRAWING - DESIGNATION
- Hermétic compressor, refrigeration power 200W
- High and low pressure switch
- Safety valve 15b - Oil separator
- Water condenser and evaporator, shell in glass and copper
coil tubes – Exchange area: 425 cm²
- Filter, Drier, Thermostatic expansion valve with internal
pressure equalization
- High and Low pressure manometers with temperature scale,
Cl. 1
- Temperature probes Pt100Ω at 0°C, Cl. B
- Multi-ways temperature indicator
- Refrigerating fluid flowmeter
- Water flowmeter with needle valve on each water circuit
(Condenser on evaporator)
- Voltage and consumed intensity measurement

Dimensions: 980 x 460 x H690 - Weight: 50Kg
Options for this product are listed on next page.

230V-1~50/
60Hz-16A

50 L/H
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MCFC 10
Refrigeration cycle demonstration unit

OPTION REAL-TIME REFRIGARATING CYCLE PLOT Ref. MCFC 10_LOG
- Addition of extra pressure and temperature sensors
- Acquisition of pressure and temperature measurements needed for cycle plot on PC
- Software for real-time refrigerating cycle plot
- USB connection

OPTION WATTMETER Ref. MCFC 10_WAT
- Addition of a wattmeter displaying consumed compressor power in Watt

OPTION DATAS ACQUISITION Ref. MCFC 10_ACQ
- Operation mode still possible in local (parameters display)
- Addition of pressure sensors, temperature probes and analogic flowmeters
- Addition of wattmeter displaying consumed compressor power in Watt
- Acquisition cards and software on Labview
- USB connection

OPTION SELF - MOBILE Ref. MCFC 10_AUT
- Aluminium frame for supporting the equipment
- 4 self directional castors with breake
- 100 liters tank with drain valve
- Submersible pump
- With this option, no connection to water network and waste is needed
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